Domain-specific bias in arginine/lysine usage by protein toxins.
The content of lysine and arginine residues in a number of A-B type protein toxins has been examined. It is found that the A subunit, or its equivalent, often shows a strong bias in the type of basic amino acid residue used tending towards nearly exclusive use of either arginine or lysine rather than use of both, whereas the B subunit or its equivalent shows no such bias. Although arginine codons are GC-rich and lysine codons are AT-rich, the content of GC and AT in the genes coding for the toxins does not adequately explain this bias. Other explanations are discussed, including the possibility that the bias is linked to catalytic function or membrane interaction. Understanding this bias may yield valuable insights into toxin structure and function. Furthermore, identification of bias in sequences may be a useful tool for identifying new toxins and their domains.